
Victorian and Federation Tiles 

Tilers 

 

 

Victorian and Federation tiles offers a complete supply and fix or fixing only service. 

We can provide a versatile range of tessellated tiles, wether you are wanting to replicate a 

classic 

Victorian or Federation pattern, octagon and dot, feature panels or a more contemporary 

look.  

With 30 years experience in tessellated tiling we can help create any design to compliment 

your home, and you can expect high standards and attention to detail. 

♦ Bathrooms ♦ Verandahs ♦ Entrances ♦ Foyers ♦ Pathways ♦ Family Rooms ♦ 

Conservatories  

♦ Hotels ♦ Motels ♦ Restaurants ♦ Shops ♦ Historical Buildings ♦ Restoration and 

Reproduction. 

Victorian and Federation Tiles is a specialist in tessellated floor tiles, continuous patterns, 

old patterns, octagon and dot, special patterns, toorak panels and many more created 

around your requirements. Tiling and restoring intricate tessellated floors for over 30 years 

has given us the skill and experience to transform any tiling project into something to be 

proud of. 

We are certain that the service we offer it's secure and can make you feel safe with us. 

Not only is the skill of the tiler such an integral component for your satisfaction as a client, 

the installation of a durable and superior first quality product is what makes the distinct 

difference. 

We undertake all jobs as professionals and take pride in our craft. 

  We take great pride specialising in the installation of tessellated tiles.  
  We take the time and care required to produce a job of quality.  
  We can help you create any design to compliment your home.  
  With 30 years experience in tessellated tiling you can expect high standards and attention 

to detail.  
  We know you are busy, so we provide times to measure and quote after hours if required.  
  We do not send representatives to measure & quote, the tiler doing the job will come and 

quote it.  
  On request we can provide sample boards for supply and fix jobs, so you can view your 

tile selection in your home. We know this can greatly assist with final selections.  
 


